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Temporary Amendments to the Examination Regulations and Student 

Code of Conduct during the COVID-19 Crises (C19-ER) 

21 September 2021 

§ 1 General Issues 

(1) The amendments to the MU Examination Regulations and Student Code of Conduct are valid for all 

study programs offered at Modul University (MU) for the duration of online and hybrid teaching.  

(2) The duration of online and hybrid teaching starts on the day these regulations take effect and ends on 

20 February 2022. 

(3) All members of the University as well as visitors and guests have to follow the MU health and safety 

instructions as announced by the University Board, made available on the website.  

 

(4) Hybrid courses are courses in which some students participate on campus and remotely.  

(5) Synchronous form of remote teaching is defined as remote teaching where the content is delivered in 

real-time to students. 

(6) Asynchronous form of remote teaching is defined as remote teaching where the content is recorded 

(e.g., recorded presentations with voiceover, Moodle activities, etc.) and made available to students 

independent from the scheduled course hours.  

 

§ 2 Study Format Declaration 

(1) Students are expected to follow courses on campus. 

(2) Students may opt for the remote study format in exceptional cases:  

• Students who are not able to travel to Vienna for travel restrictions imposed by the government of 

the student’s residence or Austria. Both a proof of residence and a proof of travel restrictions need 

to be provided as a justification. Documents that are not in English or German must be 

accompanied by a translation in English.  
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• Students who are facing visa restrictions (until November 29, 2021). Both a proof of residence and 

a proof of visa issues need to be provided as a justification. Documents that are not in English or 

German must be accompanied by a translation in English. 

• Students who are facing visa issues because of financial issues. A proof of residence, a proof of visa 

issues and a proof of financial issues need to be provided as a justification. Documents that are not 

in English or German must be accompanied by a translation in English. 

• Students who are sick or need to stay in quarantine. A corresponding confirmation (sick leave by a 

doctor) must be provided. Documents that are not in English or German must be accompanied by 

a translation in English. 

• Students who are part of the at-risk-group or who are taking care of someone who is part of the 

at-risk-group. A corresponding confirmation (sick leave by a doctor) must be provided. Documents 

that are not in English or German must be accompanied by a translation in English. 

 

(3)  Students may opt for remote teaching by submitting the Study Format Declaration Form by an 

indicated deadline to the Academic Office. Not submitting the Study Format Declaration Form will 

mean that a student participates in all courses face-to-face on campus. 

(4) All students (both on campus and remote) must follow the standard MU attendance rules unless 

special permission by a lecturer. For remote students, attendance will be tracked on MS Teams.  

 

§ 3 Course Formats 

(1) The format of Interactive Lecture (IL), as outlined in § 3 (1) ER, will be amended:  Interactive lectures 

will be delivered through face-to-face instruction on campus teaching and delivered simultaneously 

online through synchronous, virtual instruction for students participating remotely if there are any. In 

case there are no students joining a lecture session remotely, lecturers may use face-to-face teaching 

only. Conversely, if no student is attending a class on campus, lecturers will teach exclusively online. 

(2) The format of Interactive Lecture and Exercise (LX), as outlined in § 3 (2) ER, will be amended:  Lectures 

and Exercises will be delivered through face-to-face instruction on campus teaching and delivered 

simultaneously online through synchronous, virtual instruction for students participating remotely if 

there are any. In case there are no students joining a lecture or exercise session remotely, lecturers 

may use face-to-face teaching only. Conversely, if no student is attending a class on campus, lecturers 

will teach exclusively online. 
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(3) The format of Interactive Lecture and Seminar (LS), as outlined in § 3 (3) ER, will be amended:  Lectures 

and Seminars will be delivered through face-to-face instruction on campus teaching and delivered 

simultaneously online through synchronous, virtual instruction for students participating remotely if 

there are any. In case there are no students joining a lecture or seminar session remotely, lecturers 

may use face-to-face teaching only. Conversely, if no student is attending a class on campus, lecturers 

will teach exclusively online. 

(4) The format of Seminar (S), as outlined in § 3 (4) ER, will be amended: Seminars will be delivered 

through face-to-face instruction on campus teaching and delivered simultaneously online through 

synchronous, virtual instruction for students participating remotely if there are any. Students joining 

seminars remotely will also participate in collaborative and interactive activities during scheduled 

sessions. In case there are no students joining a seminar session remotely, lecturers may use face-to-

face teaching only. Conversely, if no student is attending a class on campus, lecturers will teach 

exclusively online. 

(5) The format of Practical Training (PT), as outlined in § 3 (5) ER, will be amended: Practical Training 

sessions will be delivered through face-to-face instruction on campus teaching and delivered 

simultaneously online through synchronous, virtual instruction for students participating remotely. 

Students joining practical trainings remotely will also participate in collaborative and interactive 

activities during scheduled sessions. In case there are no students joining a practical training session 

remotely, lecturers may use face-to-face teaching only. Conversely, if no student is attending a class 

on campus, lecturers will teach exclusively online. The courses 1302 CTP I, 1302 CTP II, 1304 RSM I and 

1305 RSM II are exempt from this rule. Students studying remotely must postpone their participation 

in these courses to a different semester. 

(6) If necessary, the University Board of Modul University Vienna may decide at any time that all courses 

must be switched to an online teaching format. 

 

(7) Courses with students joining from a time zone with a difference of at least 3 hours are strongly 

encouraged to be recorded by the lecturer and shared in the Moodle course. If a recording of the 

course is deemed not appropriate by the lecturer, the lecturer must provide replacement 

asynchronous material for the students joining from a time zone with a difference of at least 3 hours. 

If a student uploads a video of a course (partially or entirely) on the Internet without the lecturer’s 

consent, his/her study contract will be terminated. 

 

(8) All types of materials used during courses of all types should be regarded as the intellectual property 
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of the lecturers. This includes in particular (but not exclusively) documents for presentations, exams, 

and learning as well as the right to use images and videos (incl. sound) which are recorded during a 

course or which reproduce it. All these materials may not be shared outside of the University and/or 

sold to third-parties without the permission of the respective lecturer. 

 

(9) The students are responsible for informing the lecturers if they are staying in other time zones.  

 

§ 4 Attendance in Courses 

(1) (1) All students (both on campus and remote) must follow the standard MU attendance rules unless 

special permission by a lecturer. For remote students, attendance will be tracked on MS Teams. 

Students are required to turn on their camera if asked so by the lecturer.  

 

§ 5 Academic Assessment and Grading of Courses 

(1) The percentage of individual assessments should be at least 50% of the final grade.  

(2) Online quizzes may support students to check their advancements in learning. As an assessment 

criterium online quizzes should contribute not more than 30% of the final grade. 

(3) Open-book take-home (OBTH) exams are allowed under following conditions: 

a. All students participating in an OBTH exam must receive an individual set of questions. 

b. The number of minutes for an OBTH exam must not exceed 6 hours. Failure in submitting the exam 

in time results in a negative assessment. 

c. OBTH exams can be handwritten or submitted in electronic format. Lecturers must run OBTH 

exams submitted in electronic format through a plagiarism check such as Turnitin. Students must 

either scan or photoshoot their exams when they submit them electronically. 

(4) If a student studies remotely and would thus exceed the 30% threshold of online quizzes, then the lecturer 

has to provide a different assignment.  

 

§ 6 Conduct of Oral Examinations  

(1) During online oral examinations, the student and the assessor must be connected via a video call to 

allow the assessor to determine the identity of the student during the entire examination. Further 
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technical or organizational measures may be taken to guarantee the independent provision of 

examination requirements. During oral online examinations, the examiner has to take minutes. 

(2) In case regular examination conditions cannot be ensured or technical problems occur which are not 

the fault of the student, the examiner must stop the exam or declare it invalid. The reason for this 

decision must be reported in the examination’s minutes.  

(3) In case of fraud or academic misconduct during an oral online examination, the examiner can stop the 

exam and declare it as negatively graded (0%). The reason for this decision must be reported in the 

examination’s minutes and the incidence must be reported to the Academic Office. 

(4) The presence of a second assessor can be replaced by the recording of the examination by the first 

assessor. Students must give their written consent to the recording of the examination prior or latest 

at the time the examination is scheduled.  

(5) Observers can join oral examinations on-campus if they respect the applicable safety guidelines. 

 

§ 7 Effectiveness and Public Announcement 

The University Board of Modul University Vienna publicly announces these amendments to the 

Examination Regulations which take effect on September 21, 2021.  

 

The University Senate 

21 September 2021 


